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Abstract—This paper describes confusion network combina-
tion (CNC), which integrates multiple confusion networks, and
its effectiveness on a system for editing transcription by a
speech recognizer. It has been proposed that integration by CNC
produces better recognition performance. We believe that this
improves the working efficiency of a human editor for correcting
errors. We utilized confusion networks from two recognition
systems for CNC. Integration by the CNC method is performed
by combining the networks based on posterior probabilities
attached to each word. The experimental results showed that the
improvement of recognition performance by the CNC method
could reduce the working time of human editors by 5.1 seconds,
on average, compared to the working time required without using
this method.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Recently, applications using speech recognition technolo-
gies have been developed and used practically. For example,
some movies on YouTube have captions that are automatically
added by speech recognition systems [1]. In addition, Japan
Broadcasting Corp. (called “NHK” in Japan) has started cap-
tioning all news programs using speech recognition technolo-
gies [2].

We are developing an automatic captioning system for
classroom lectures for students with hearing loss. There are
some problems in automatic captioning of speech. One of
them is the speech recognition error problem. If some speech
recognition errors occur in a caption, accurate information is
not carried to students, and the students may misunderstand the
information. Therefore, to avoid this problem, it is important
to refine the speech recognition technologies. However, it is
impossible to completely eliminate recognition errors.

Errors must be corrected by a human (or humans) for a
captioning system, and the human needs to correct errors fast
in the case of a real-time system. It is necessary to develop
an editing system with a user-friendly interface to obtain an
error-free transcription by a speech recognizer. For example,
Ogata et al. [3] developed “PodCastle,” a social annotation
system of Podcast speeches. The system provides the error
correction interface and everyone can edit transcriptions of
Podcast speeches through the Internet.

In this paper, we describe both the development of an edit-
ing system for correcting recognition errors and a confusion
network combination (CNC) method. The goal of this paper is
to reduce the working time of humans required for correcting
errors by introducing the proposed CNC method.

One of the main factors for reducing correction time is the
ability to display as many word candidates as possible on an
edit screen. Then, the editor can correct errors by only using
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Fig. 1. Outline of error correction with CNC.

mouse or performing touch operation. In other words, edit
time can be reduced without keyboard operation. However,
too many word candidates may confuse an editor. Therefore,
suitable candidates which are displayed on the screen must be
selected.

Our CNC method uses two types of speech recognizer,
because it is known that using multiple speech recognizers,
such as “ROVER” [4] and CNC [5], improves speech recog-
nition performance. The two recognizers produce two types
of transcription, each of which uses a different word set. Our
method combines the confusion networks output by the two
speech recognizers based on posterior probabilities attached to
each word.

In the correction experiment, our CNC method improved
speech recognition performance. This made it possible for a
human editor to correct recognition errors faster.

II. M ANUAL CORRECTION INTERFACE

Figure 1 shows an outline of an error correction framework
using a transcription edit system with CNC for reducing
speech recognition errors.

First, an utterance is recognized by two speech recognition
systems. We commonly used Julius [6], an open source of a
large vocabulary continuous speech recognition engine, as a
decoder in the two recognition systems. A language model
is also commonly used in the systems. The two recognition
systems differ according to the type of acoustic models used.
We prepared two types of acoustic model.

Next, our CNC method combines the confusion networks
derived by the two recognizers. The arranged transcription

APSIPA ASC 2011 Xi’an
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created by the method is displayed on the graphical user inter-
face of the editing system. An editor can find the recognition
errors and correct them by replacing wrong words with correct
words.

Figure 2 shows a screenshot example of our editing system.
The word sequence on the row labeled “Best Words” is the
best recognition hypothesis (1-best) made by our CNC method.
The words in the “Word candidates” rows are candidates for
making corrections, and each candidate is aligned to each 1-
best word. The interface can display a maximum of 5-best
candidates for each alignment because too many candidates
may damage the efficiency of making corrections. Each align-
ment has “DEL” and “ADD” buttons. An alignment is deleted
from the “Best Words” line by touching (or clicking) the DEL
button. If an editor touches (or clicks) on a candidate cell, the
1-best word corresponding to the touched (or clicked) cell is
replaced with the word in the cell.

By repeating this action, the editor can obtain an error-free
transcription of the utterance. However, if the correct word is
not in any cell, the editor has to input the correct word by
using a keyboard. The form to input a word is represented
on the screen by pushing the ADD button, and the word is
added when an editor finishes inputting the word. Using a
keyboard increases the working time of an editor. Therefore,
it is important to display as many candidates as possible on
the screen. This reduces the correcting time and the work load
of the editor.

Our proposed CNC method can achieve this. We explain
the method in the following section.

III. C ONFUSION NETWORK COMBINATION

Our proposed CNC method is based on a combination of
confusion networks derived by the two speech recognizers.
The Julius decoder can recognize an input utterance, and can
also output a confusion network formed transcription. This
method has the following steps:

Step(1): Preparing two types of confusion network by two
different speech recognizers.

Step(2): Performing a sub-network-based alignment be-
tween the confusion networks.

Step(3): Composing a new confusion network by combining
the two networks, based on posterior probabilities.

The details are explained in following sections.
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A. Step(1): Two confusion networks

The first step of our correction method is to prepare two
types of confusion network derived by the two different
speech recognition systems. As mentioned above, we prepared
two types of acoustic model: triphone-based Hidden Markov
Model (HMM) and syllable-based HMM. However, the lan-
guage model and the recognition dictionary are commonly
used in the same recognition decoder Julius.

It is known that different types of phonological modeling
unit provide a different recognition result [7]. Therefore, using
two recognizers may form a better transcription (confusion
network) than that formed by using only one recognizer.

Figure 3 shows an example of confusion networks. There
are some arcs between two successive nodes. Each arc has a
word with posterior probability. In this paper, we call the arc
set between two successive nodes a “sub-network.”

B. Step(2): Sub-network alignment

The second step of our CNC method is to perform a
sub-network-based alignment between the two confusion net-
works. The confusion network derived by the recognizer with
triphone-based HMM provides the basis for the alignment
process.

We define “CN01” and “CN02” as the confusion network
derived by the recognizer with triphone-based HMM and
syllable-based HMM, respectively. Suppose that the number
of sub-networks of CN01 and CN02 isI andJ , respectively.
The i-th sub-network of CN01 and thej-th sub-network of
CN02 are denoted as “SNTi” and “SNSj ,” respectively. The
process has the following steps:

1) For i = 1, 2, · · · , I, the following Step (2) to (5) are
repeated.



2) The Best WordBWi, which has the highest probability
amongSNTi, is searched inSNSj (j = p, p + 1, p +
2). p is a pointer, indicating the alignment point and
is dynamically updated, depending on the alignment of
SNTi andSNSj . The initial value ofp is 1.

3) If BWi is found in anySNSj (j = p, p+ 1, p+ 2,
1 ≤ j ≤ J), SNTi corresponds toSNSj , which is the
sub-network including the same word ofBWi. Then,p
is updated toj.

4) If BWi is NOT found in anySNSj , SNTi corresponds
to SNSj , which is regarded as a substitution error of
SNTi. Then,p is updated toj.

5) p is incremented.
All SNTi are not aligned to oneSNSj and all SNSj are
not aligned to oneSNTi. We deal with these sub-networks as
insertion sub-networks.

Figure 3 shows an alignment case where theBW1 is found
in SNS3. In this case,SNS1 is the insertion network in
that the maximum posterior probability is 0.5 or more. In our
correction method, all insertion networks are added to the new
confusion network created by Step(3).

On the other hand, Figure 4 shows an alignment case where
theBW1 is not found in anySNSj . However, we assume that
theSNT1 corresponds to theSNSp (p = i = 1) because the
SNSp (p = i) is likely to be the substitution error ofSNT1.

C. Step(3): Composing new confusion network

The final step is to merge the two confusion networks
and create a new confusion network. The merging process
is performed by calculating the average posterior probability
of the words in the aligned sub-networks’ pair.

Figure 5 shows an example of merging the sub-networks
that correspond to each other, from the previous Step(2).
Figure 5 shows a case whereSNTi and SNSj correspond.
Each word in the sub-networks has a posterior probability.
The new, marged sub-network is defined as “SNC.” The
probabilities of words belonging to theSNCi are calculated
by averaging the probabilities of the same word inSNTi and
SNSj . If the word is only in one of the sub-networks, its
probability is halved in the new sub-network.

Finally, the wordwB , which has the highest probability, is
likely to be the correct word. The remaining words such as
wA are candidates for correction by an editor. In our editing
system, a maximum of 5-best words are displayed on the
interface. In the case of Figure 5, the wordwD is not provided.

D. Advantages of CNC method

The CNC method has three advantages for our editing
system.

The first advantage is correcting substitution errors in our
system. Our method can replace a wrong word on the Best
Word position with a correct word with a lower posterior
probability. In the case of Figure 5,wB does not have the
highest probability in the two sub-networks. However, it can
be in the Best Word position when considering the two sub-
networks.

The second advantage is recovering deletion errors. As
described in Section III-B, our method adopts two types of
confusion network. This can prevent some deletion errors be-
cause all insertion networks are merged into the new confusion
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network. On the other hand, it may increase insertion errors
and confuse a human editor. However, the insertion errors can
be easily removed by pushing “DEL” button on the interface.

The final advantage is being able to form transcriptions with
greater confidence. After processing CNC, all words on the
Best Words line have a high posterior probability. In addition
to this, if a word is recognized and belongs to the two sub-
networks with a high probability, we can assume that the word
has a high degree of confidence and the word may be correct.
It can contribute to the reduction of cost of editing by a human
editor.

IV. ERROR CORRECTION EXPERIMENT

A. Experimental setup

The main purpose of the error correction experiment was
to investigate the effectiveness of our CNC method on the
editing transcription system for the corrections made by edi-
tors. Therefore, we evaluated how much the improvement in
speech recognition performance the CNC method achieves.
In addition to this, we evaluated the time required for error
correction using the editing system both with and without the
CNC method. In other words, we evaluated whether the error
correction reduced an editor’s burden or not.

The sample of subjects consisted of 14 students who were
used to keyboard operation. The experimental procedure was
performed in the following order:

1) A subject utters something to the system.
2) The CNC method is performed when the system gets

the two types of confusion network.
3) The transcription with correction candidates is displayed

on the interface of the system.
4) The subject corrects the errors included in the transcrip-

tion using the editing system.
Each of the subjects uttered a total of 15 sentences, which

were selected from the Japan Newspaper Article Speech
(JNAS) corpus provided by the Acoustic Society of Japan
(ASJ) [8]. The duration of the sentences varied from 4 seconds
to 6 seconds, and the sentences consisted of about 12 words.



TABLE I
SPEECH RECOGNITION RATE BEFORE THE SUBJECTS CORRECT RECOGNITION ERRORS.

Utterance Group Hypothesis Corr.[%] Acc.[%] Sub Del Ins CoverRate[%]
Triphone 67.8 61.5 34.1 3.6 7.3 72.2

Group1 Syllable 70.9 63.9 30.9 3.1 8.3 74.6
CNC 71.2 61.5 31.3 2.4 11.3 77.8

Triphone 36.2 18.9 36.7 2.9 10.7 38.2
Group2 Syllable 39.2 18.7 35.4 2.3 12.7 41.2

CNC 38.3 10.8 36.3 2.0 17.0 42.2

Ten of the 15 sentences had fewer than 2 or no words that
were out-of-vocabulary (OOV). We classify these as “Group1”
utterances. The others have about 4 OOV words (the OOV rate
is about 30%). These are called “Group2” utterances.

Both types of acoustic model come from the JNAS cor-
pus [8]. A word trigram-based language model, with 20,000
words of vocabulary, was derived from Mainichi newspaper
articles.

B. Experimental result and discussion

Table I shows the recognition rates of each utterance group
(Group1, Group2). All rates are averaged by the number of
subjects. “Corr.” means word correct rate, which does not
consider any insertion errors, while “Acc.” is word accu-
racy rate, which considers insertion errors (Acc.= 1−WER).
“Cover Rate” means the coverage of correct words displayed
on the correction interface of the editing system. A higher
Cover Rate makes an editor’s work easier. The lines labeled
“Triphone” and “Syllable” represent the performance of the
confusion networks derived by the recognizer with triphone-
based HMM and syllable-based HMM, respectively. On the
other hand, the lines labeled “CNC” show the performance of
a confusion network composed by our CNC method. Note that
“Corr.” and “Acc.” are calculated on the basis of Best Words
sequences.

Figure 6 shows the editing time for correction work. Our
CNC method made a reduction of 5.1 seconds in error correc-
tion time, on average, for the Group1 sentences. This is why
it obtained a 3.2% improvement in CoverRate.

However, in the case of Group2 setences, these do not
seem to be a benefit of using the CNC method, although the
Cover Rate was slightly improved. In the context of recogniz-
ing an utterance including too many OOV words, these words
cannot be recognized correctly. The editor has to edit them
using a keyboard. It takes time to correct errors. Therefore,
there was no difference between the editing duration with and
without use of the CNC method.

We suggest that there are two effects of the CNC method
of speech recognition errors on the editing system, and that
these are as follows:

• The CNC method makes a significant contribution to a
human editor when OOV rate is low.

• The CNC method can improve the CoverRate.
These contributions have led to a reduction in recognition
errors, and have prevented the editors from having to input
correct words using a keyboard. Another contribution is the
reduction in time spent in editing errors.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have presented both an editing system for
correcting errors in transcription formed by speech recognizers
and a CNC method. Our CNC method uses two speech
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recognizers, and corrects errors by combining confusion net-
works based on posterior probability. The result of the error
correction experiment showed that our CNC method worked
efficiently, and reduced the editing time for the sentences
containing 2 or fewer OOV words.

In future work, we intend to improve the user interface
of the editing system for making speedy corrections. For
example, each candidate can be color-coded according to the
level of confidence. This enables an editor to find correction
words of more easily. In addition, we are going to refine
our CNC framework. Using multiple recognizers’ outputs has
possibilities of reducing recognition errors.
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